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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.From the author s INTRODUCTION. The
Chinese have the reputation of being a strange people, with a peculiar language, peculiar
institutions, customs, and manners, utterly different from those of our Western countries. Since
Chinese ports were thrown open to foreigners, the influx of visitors of all kinds has continually
increased. Missionaries, diplomats, travelers - some led there by duty, others attracted by the
prospect of a new field for studies, and others guided by mere curiosity - have crossed the country
in all directions. From these visits has resulted a large number of books - relations of travels,
descriptions of country, customs, and manners - books on any subject, all tending to acquaint
Western nations with the wonderful Celestial Empire, and, principally, to point out the immense
difference existing between Chinese and European ideas. Amongst the subjects which have been
treated with the least success by foreign writers, Chinese Music ranks prominently. If mentioned at
all in their books, it is simply to remark that it is detestable, noisy, monotonous; that it hopelessly
outrages our Western notions of...
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This ebook may be worth a go through, and superior to other. I could comprehended every thing out of this published e pdf. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . Da m ien Schuster  PhD-- Pr of . Da m ien Schuster  PhD

A brand new e book with an all new standpoint. it was actually writtern very properly and beneficial. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of studying
a composed publication.
-- Esper a nz a  Pollich-- Esper a nz a  Pollich
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